The Fifty States Claim – Update

By Anna Von Reitz
It has come to my attention that there are still a lot of people left out in the dark
regarding the Fifty States Claim and even some who woke up in alarm and thought
that we'd missed the boat.
When all the crappola of the Civil War came down, there were people in America who
were aware of the fraud and who objected to it.
In order to make their own actions "legal" but not "lawful" the renegade Rump
Congress agreed to "grandfather in" those who were already in this country, if they
expatriated back to their original native state jurisdiction. Anyone who didn't would
be presumed to be a "citizen of the United States".
That's how it came down in July of 1868 and that's the way it remains to this day.
So as the vermin were busy liquidating their most recent fabricated government
services corporation and bankrupting others in 2015, the American states (together
with the people living in those states) were presented as sureties backing all this
nonsense and the actual states--- our land jurisdiction states--- were up for grabs.
Unless the Priority Creditors showed up and claimed the states back, the Secondary
Creditors would be allowed to come in and seize everything in sight.
The banks and various other nations were slavering at the thought.
So I put out the call for white males above the age of 21 (the requirement back
during the Civil War Era) who could prove that their ancestors were here back then. I
asked them to execute Acts of Expatriation--- which they did. Volunteers from the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (Mormons) researched the family
genealogies and we invoked the Grandfather Clause and the Expatriation Act to
reclaim every sand particle of the fifty organic states of the union for the actual
American states and people.
All that got done and done successfully. We made the international claim. We posted
the Notices. We posted the Liens. We went back and recorded everything. We posted
the sovereign bonds for each one of the fifty actual states and for all the people
living in the states.
We also turned our attention to asset recovery, because there were billions upon
billions of dollars worth of fungible assets belonging to the actual states that were
also in limbo and under threat of being lost. So we alerted the military (which is
responsible for safeguarding our money) and they jerked awake.

Since then, the military's Asset Recovery Team has been responsible for repatriating
billions of dollars worth of gold and silver to this country. It is estimated that it will
take another six to nine months to collect our stuff back from all over the globe and
from offshore accounts.
Someone had to deal with the international and commercial issues and someone had
to make the effort to get the counties and states organized and the people educated
enough to run their own government again.
Why do you think they had all those FEMA Camps set up, folks?
They were getting ready to open the doors and let their Creditors come in and seize
your homes and land and businesses and everything else in sight as payment for
their corporate debts.
We saved the land and its assets. We reclaimed the actual states. That much is
done.
What remains is to educate and organize the American people and get them back in
condition to run their actual government--- first at the county level, then at the state
level, and finally at the national level.
I have had to rely on volunteers to do this and they have not always known the right
thing or done the right thing. It is also likely that to some extent the effort has been
undermined by paid agents seeking to keep us all from regrouping and successfully
reinstating our lawful government.
Be that as it may, we stand on the cusp of a new era.
Please pray throughout this week in whatever way you can for the well-being of the
land and the people of this nation and of all nations.
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